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Abstract 

In order to further implement the 18th, 19thnational congress of the communist party 
of China andthe policy which the party should control the party and tighten the party, it 
must strengthen the construction of the grassroots party organizations, and improve the 
role of the fighting forts and partypioneers.In new period,party members have problems 
in moral and personal requirements, which are closely related to the background of the 
times, the national conditions and the profound changes of the party. In order to enhance 
the party character of the party members and improve the personal cultivation, we will 
strengthen and restrict the daily norms of party members, strengthen the system 
traction, and point out the direction of individual struggle. Furth, the correct opinion of 
the public opinion must be advocated, and a good corporate atmosphere must be created. 
The party committee of the CNC processing plant has analyzed the management the party 
members in recent years, and carried out the annual star evaluation activities of the 
“party members’ advanced and purity” in the whole party members.Firstly, we have built 
a perfect system and focus on the scope of the system.Institutional constraints are 
covered by the own work and party work, and let the employees know whatcan be done, 
and what can’t be done. So, the work can be done as according to the rules.Secondly, for 
the institutional constrains, not only the big problems are focused, but also the small 
things are focused seriously.Finally, the operability of the system execution should be 
enhanced. In other words, the concrete and operational requirements are focused on the 
system. The daily behavior of the party members are standardized, and the goals of the 
party members in the daily work and party activities are clarified. The party members 
should not be able to leave the job requirement and set an example in this position. 
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1. Introduction 

Party members are the main body of the Party ’ s collective nuclear activities, and the advanced 
nature and purity of the Party members are the important basis for the advanced nature and 
purity of the Party. To strengthen the Party ' s advanced nature and purity construction, we 
must always maintain and develop the advanced nature and purity of the Party members. It is 
an important responsibility of Party organizations and Party committees at all levels to 
constantly strengthen the construction of Party members, strive to build a team of Party 
members with firm conviction, good quality, moderate scale, reasonable structure, strict 
discipline and prominent role, and constantly enhance the Party 's creativity, cohesion and 
combat effectiveness. 

The construction of Party members is an inevitable requirement to strengthen the construction 
of the Party 's grass-roots organizations.The Party ' s creativity, cohesion and combat 
effectiveness depends not only on the Party ' s guiding ideology, the correct line and policy, but 
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also on the role of the Party organizations at all levels. It also depends on the creativity, cohesion 
and combat effectiveness of each cell of the Party ' s body. To a large extent, it depends on the 
status of the construction of the Party members and how the vanguard and exemplary role of 
the Party members is played 

Construction of party members is an important basis for strengthening the construction of 
cadres.Our party history ruling party, the country in various fields, the vast majority of cadres 
in various fronts are party members. Party members and cadres, including Party members and 
leading cadres, are selected from ordinary Party members. The overall quality of the Party 
members determines and restricts the overall quality of the cadres. Without a high-quality 
party member team, it is impossible to build a high-quality cadre team 

The construction of the party members is the inherent need to comprehensively and strictly 
govern the party and maintain the advanced nature and purity of the party.Party to manage the 
party, to manage the party ; Only by comprehensively and strictly administering the Party can 
the Party be well governed. To manage and manage the Party well, the key lies in the 
construction of the Party members, and always maintains the advanced nature and purity of 
the Party members. Practice has proved that the party members are full of vitality, the party ' s 
body will be healthy ; The broad masses of party members have firm faith, good quality and 
prominent role, the party can always be strong and strong, the party ' s cause will flourish ; 
Keep in mind the purpose and mind of the masses, the party can always maintain the flesh and 
blood ties with the people, the party ' s implementation foundation will be solid. To implement 
the principle of comprehensively and strictly administering the Party and to strengthen the 
Party 's advancement and purity construction, we must take the construction of Party members 
as a basic project, always grasp the theme of Party members, strictly control the entrance and 
strict management, strict management, serious party discipline, efforts to enhance self-
purification, self-improvement, self-innovation, self-improvement capabilities to ensure that 
the party has always been at the forefront of the times. 

2. Basic requirements and contents of Party member management 

Place each Party member under the supervision of the Party organization through strict 
management.Article 8 of the Party Constitution stipulates : ' Each Party member, regardless of 
his or her position, must be incorporated into a branch, group or other specific organization of 
the Party, participate in the organizational life of the Party and be supervised by the masses 
inside and outside the Party.  Only by putting the Party members into a branch, group or other 
specific organization of the Party, participating in the organizational life of the Party, receiving 
the education, management of the Party organization and the supervision of the masses inside 
and outside the Party, can the Party members play a pioneering and exemplary role, make the 
Party an organized force, and strive effectively for the realization of the Party ' s program.。 

Through strict management, party members consciously implement the party ' s resolutions, 
complete the task of party organization distribution.The resolutions made by the party 
congress, the party congress or the party committee collectively reflect the interests of the 
party and the will of most party members, and all party members must implement them. It is a 
regular task for party member management to require each party member to implement the 
resolutions of the party organization unconditionally and complete the work of party 
organization distribution. 

Through strict management, Party members conscientiously fulfill their obligations.It is Party 
member ' s duty to fulfill Party member ' s duty conscientiously. Party organizations at all levels 
should regard urging Party members to fulfill their obligations as the basic requirements and 
content of Party member management. To strengthen the Party by regular inspection of Party 
members ' performance of their obligations in accordance with the actual situation of the local 
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departments and units regular inspection of party members to fulfill their obligations, 
strengthen the awareness of party members, promote party members to take the lead in the 
reform of housing and socialist modernization, drive the masses to work hard for economic 
development and social progress, and play a pioneering and exemplary role in production, 
work, learning and social life. 

Proper exercise by party members of their rights through strict management.The rights of party 
members stipulated in the party constitution are fundamentally to protect the rights of party 
members to engage in the work of the party, safeguard the interests of the party and promote 
the cause of the party. Party members have rights while fulfilling their obligations. The 
obligations and rights of Party members serve to consolidate the Party ' s organization, improve 
the Party ' s combat effectiveness, and complete the Party ' s overall tasks and objectives. 

Promoting construction by evaluation is the content and starting point of the construction and 
management of Party members.Party member management and evaluation is a science with its 
own characteristics and laws. To do a good job in the evaluation of Party members, we should 
constantly study the new situations and problems encountered in the management of Party 
members under the new historical conditions, pay attention to grasping the rules of Party 
members ' activities, and actively explore new mechanisms and methods for the management 
of Party members. We should not only inherit and carry forward the effective ways and means 
formed by our party for many years, but also adapt to the objective requirements of enterprise 
management, emancipate the mind, keep pace with the times, and constantly innovate, to 
explore new effective ways and means, summarize new experience, establish and improve the 
rules and regulations based on reality, so that the management and evaluation of party 
members can be standardized, institutionalized and standardized. 

3. Practice and exploration of Party members ’ annual purity advanced 
star rating evaluation in grassroots Party organizations of state-owned 
enterprises 

In recent years, the purpose consciousness, ideals and beliefs of some party members have been 
weakened, the consciousness of party members has been weakened, the advanced role of party 
members has not been effectively played, and it can not be seen in ordinary work. Even some 
workers and the masses do not recognize it, which has brought serious impact on the 
construction of party organizations and party members. In view of the problems in the 
construction and management of party members, the party committee of digital manufacturing 
center / CNC machining factory [ hereinafter referred to as the professional factory party 
committee ] seriously considers how to strengthen the purity and advanced education of party 
members, strengthen the evaluation and assessment management of party members, and 
formally promulgated the " 《Annual star evaluation method of ' Party members ' advanced 

purity ' in digital manufacturing center / CNC machining plant Party committee》. " The aim is 
to establish a scientific ' star goal ' evaluation system, implement the regular analysis of party 
members ' party spirit, democracy / organization evaluation, and the first class of the three 
sessions. At the same time, the introduction and implementation of the system marks that the 
daily management and evaluation of party members tend to be institutionalized and 
standardized. 

Contents and practices of the ' star ' evaluation of Party members 

In January of each year, the ' star evaluation ' activities of party members are carried out by 
various branches, and 360-degree evaluation method is used to evaluate each formal / 
preparatory party member from multiple dimensions. The organizational evaluation, party 
member self-evaluation and democratic evaluation are combined for comprehensive 
evaluation, and the addition and deduction system is adopted for evaluation. Party members ’ 
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work performance score, organizational evaluation score ( Party branch evaluation score, Party 
group evaluation score ), mass evaluation score and Party members ’ self-evaluation score are 
evaluated according to the percentage system, with the weights of 35 %, 40 %, 20 % and 5 %, 
respectively. Finally, statistics are conducted according to the total score of 100.  See table 3-1. 

 

Table3-1 Annual summary table of Party scores of branches 

                    

Work 
performanc(35%) 

Inner-party activity (40%) 
Mass 

evaluation 
(20%) 

Personal 
self-

assessment 
(5%) 

Total 
score 

(100 

points) 

Party Group 
Evaluation 

(60%) 

Party branch 
evaluation 

(40%) 

           

             

             

The rating is divided into five grades, from ' one star party member ' to ' five star party member 
', ' five star ' is the highest level. The assessment score < 75 is assessed as ' one star ', party 
members ≥ 75 and < 80 are assessed as ' two stars ', ≥ 80 and < 88 are assessed as ' three-star 
party members ', ≥ 88 and < 95 are assessed as ' four-star ' party members. At the same time, 
the system stipulates that the proportion of four-star party members in the branch is not higher 
than 30 % of the total number of party members in the branch, and the proportion of five-star 
party members in the branch is not higher than 5 % of the total number of party members in 
the branch. Specific provisions have been formulated for members rated as ' two stars ' and 
below. 

Four stars and above have the qualification of professional factory party committee evaluation 
and recommending to the superior party organization. The grass-roots party organization 
arranges targeted assistance and rectification for the members of “ two stars ” and below, and 
formulates personal promotion plan and rectification according to the requirements of 
“ 《Annual Party Members ' Personal Improvement Table》The characteristics of the ' star ' 
evaluation method of party members 

The Party spirit exercise and the advanced role of Party members are highlighted.The starting 
point and the foothold of the evaluation and assessment are for the purity of the party members 
and the advanced role of party members. The key contents and key performance indicators of 
the evaluation are all aimed at the daily work of party members and the task objectives of party 
building. 

Hierarchical and multidimensional evaluation. The evaluation method is from the party 
members ' individual self-evaluation, the organization evaluation of the party branch of the 
party group and the evaluation of the staff and the masses, and from the daily behavior, job 
performance, the party ' s activities and other dimensions to standardize and fine evaluation of 
party members.  

Quantitative assessments have been highlighted, making assessments of party members 
difficult to change. Each work and activity in 《Basic standards for star evaluation of party 

members》 has set a specific score, so that the quantitative evaluation is spoken with data, easy 
to operate, implement, and strong credibility. 

Strengthening the use of evaluation results. The assessment results are linked to the evaluation 
and growth of Party members. Party members who are evaluated as “ four stars ” and above 
can be used as candidates for excellent party members of the Party branch committee and 

Project 

Name 
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recommended to the superior party organization, so as to provide targeted assistance and 
rectification for the organizations with “ two stars ” and below.。 

Achievements of Party members ’ star rating 

Strengthen the Party member consciousness, strengthen the Party spirit exercise. Through the 
“ star ” party member evaluation activities, the consciousness of party members is enhanced, 
and the identity of party members is always remembered. The study and party spirit exercise 
are strengthened more consciously, and the party spirit cultivation is improved. 

The advanced performance of party members is more active. The core of the evaluation method 
is to promote party members to strive for excellence, which is designed to add points are 
incentives for party members to strive for excellence, the leading role of praise. The model 
leading role of party members is further promoted through evaluation incentive 

Promote the development of enterprise scientific research, production and personnel training. 
Through the activities of ' Party member demonstration post ' and ' Party member more ', each 
party member remembers the responsibility on his shoulders, plays the role of position model 
everywhere, serves the production and service of ordinary employees, ensures the realization 
of production tasks and quality objectives throughout the year, and promotes the harmonious 
development and learning and growth of the factory staff. 

The transformation of Party organization from management to service is realized. The “ five 
one ” activities and “ 《Relevant regulations on leading cadres ’ close contact with employees》 ” 
activities of Party members and cadres in the Party committee of the professional factory are 
reflected in the evaluation. Party members and cadres have strengthened their contacts and 
exchanges with employees. Party members serving ordinary employees, Party members ’ ‘ 1 + 
1 ’ assistance and Party members ’ public welfare activities are all key evaluation items. 
Through the evaluation of key items, it is no doubt that the relationship between Party 
members and employees will be harmonious, the transformation of enterprise managers to 
service employees will be promoted, and the construction of service-oriented Party 
organizations will be promoted. 

Replicationable and promotional. Combining with the actual situation of enterprises, the 
evaluation effectively aims at the practical problems faced by Party organizations in the 
management of Party members and Party members at the present stage, and carries out a 
comprehensive series of evaluations from different dimensions of Party members ' personal 
work performance, Party organization life, mass evaluation and Party members ' personal self-
evaluation. It has a strong practical significance to strengthen the construction and 
management of Party members in the new period. It is an important measure and starting point 
for the implementation of the Party Central Committee to comprehensively and strictly govern 
the Party and strengthen the Party building work. At present, many local Party committees, 
different ownership enterprises and other organizations and units have come to communicate 
and learn from each other. It has expressed great interest and attention to the ' star-level ' 
evaluation and management work carried out by the Party committees of the professional 
factories, and has put forward the desire to carry out Party building with us. 
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